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A unique solution from ICSS

Why IP-VPN?

What's new?

With our well-established traditional IP-VPN solutions, our wholesale

IP-VPN Mobile Access from ICSS

customers can deliver seamless global connectivity over a common
infrastructure across a large number of end-customer sites.

With our new IP-VPN Mobile Access solution, you can now offer your
customers the ability to reach and seamlessly connect even hard to reach

ICSS IP-VPN utilizes Deutsche Telekom's Multi-Protocol Label Switching

or temporary new sites into their Virtual Private Network via a data

(MPLS) global IP backbone, providing reliable, high-performance

connection using Deutsche Telekom’s mobile radio access technology.

connectivity. Its variable class-of-Service profiles enable flexible traffic
Available for the first time on the wholesale market, our unique and

prioritization.

comprehensive solution is a much-needed alternative to the usual,
wholesale IP-VPN offerings using fixed-line access. Unlike fixed bandwidth
connections, the service is priced based on the mobile data consumption of

With ICSS IP-VPN, you can instantly extend your
reach while at the same time maximize efficiency
with a secure, scalable, high-quality solution.

the customer site.
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Innovation is at our core

Innovation is at our core

We are delivering the recipe

Keeping the spirit of innovation is both, one of our greatest values and a

IP-VPN Mobile Access from ICSS

driver of our business. We know that your customers will always have
special needs requiring ever more flexibility. As your carrier, our job is to

Step 1: Take our traditional wholesale IPVPN Service. With this you are

help you deliver the solution to these needs. This is why we are now

already getting the reliable and secure connectivity your customers need.

combining the very best of both, our fixed and mobile networks all across
Germany also for our international wholesale customers.
If your answer to any of the below questions is YES we are ready and eager
to serve you just the right solution on a plate.

▪ Need answers on how to serve your customers the most flexible way?
▪ Having difficulties to connect your customer’s green-field or temporary
sites?

▪ You need flexible contract terms still predictable pricing?
▪ Want a scalable still fully fledged wholesale solution out of one hand?

Step 2: Add the advantage of easy and quick installation without
geographical limitations, network deployment constraints or implementation
time barriers.
Step 3: Blend it with the best mobile network in Germany
Step 4: Stir it up with flexible contractual terms, and sculpt it into futureproof variable and versatile service packages to meet all demands.

IP-VPN MOBILE ACCESS
Our innovation for your flexibility

Our offer

▪ We offer flexible contract terms, both permanent (1-2-3 years) and
temporary (less than 1 year) solutions are available.

▪ Packages with included data volume:
- XS (30GB)
- S (60GB)
- M (90GB)
- L (120GB)
- XL (150GB)

▪ Coverage: Germany by launch. Countries with Deutsche Telekom
affiliates will be added later.

▪ Upon reaching the data volume threshold the service is not cut off, but the
access speed will be limited to 64kbit/s.

▪ Service can be upgraded to any higher package by end of each month.
▪ Standard delivery time 25 working days; expedite delivery option is also
available with 15 working days.

▪ Ordering a fixed line IP-VPN is the precondition of setting up IP-VPN
Mobile Access as a temporary solution. Mobile Access on its own as
temporary service is not available. Customer can cancel the service at the
end of each month.

▪ Additional antenna purchase, delivery and istallation is available for
additional charges upon request. The service is utilizing the high
performance LTE network.

The Setup

▪ ICSS is purchasing, pre-configuring and delivering the router to customer
location.

▪ Full access to the router is granted to carrier customer after installation
(unmanaged CPE).

▪

Re-active hardware maintenance available on-site at the address where
the service is ordered to.

▪

Move of the CE router without ICSS consent is not supported.

▪ LAN IP address is to be configured on CPE. This address is allocated by
wholesale customer.

▪ Wholesale Customer receives the mobile service as part of the ordered
VPN service across the NNI, just like with any other access type.

▪ The standard CPE used for IP-VPN Mobile Access is Cisco C896VAGLTE-GA-K9.

The ICSS Advantage
Providing a comprehensive service out of one
hand

The ICSS Advantage

Key benefits to our wholesale partners

▪ Secure mobile VPN solution seamlessly integrated into your clients VPN
▪ Future proof scalable usage for up to 150GB included data as per your
customers’ needs

▪ Cost efficient and fast service implementation you can also use for
bridging longer delivery times to hard to reach locations

▪ The conventional transparent, predictable IP-VPN service pricing, no
overusage charges for mobile data

▪ Flexible contract duration allowing you to serve your clients with special
needs

▪ Makes you able to increase your SLA
▪ Up to LTE access speeds facilitating excellent customer experience
▪ Providing you all the service elements out of one hand End-to-End
▪ Keep enjoying the same features you are used to with our IP-VPN product
using the traditional fixed access solutions, like standard NNI handover,
unmanaged CPE and SLA commitments

IP-VPN MOBILE ACCESS
Mobile network specifics behind our Solution

Mobile Network Specifics behind our Solution
Wholesale IP-VPN Mobile Access is utilizing the best mobile radio
networks along the Deutsche Telekom footprint.

▪
▪ Mobile radio networks of DT Affiliates in other countries
Telekom Deutschland in Germany

Mobile Access speeds in Germany

▪ The actual available speed is always dependent of the signal strength
received by the local device! Due to the nature of mobile technology there
is no guaranteed constant available speed for the service.

LTE compatible solution

▪ LTE options: Up to 50 Mbps / up to 150 Mbps / up to 300 Mbps
▪ 3G /UMTS/HSPA: up to 42 Mbps
▪ 2G/GSM/GPRS/EDGE: up to 260 kbps

▪ Long-Term Evolution (LTE) is a standard for high-speed wireless

No data roaming – only domestic usage is supported.

communication for mobile phones and data terminals.

▪ By supporting all kinds of broadband services also typically used within
VPN environments, like voice, video streaming, Internet, interactive
multimedia, etc. LTE technology is facilitating enhanced customer
experience.

▪ In case of insufficient LTE coverage the devices automatically and
seamlessly switch down to the next best access network, like 3G or 2G
without causing an outage in the VPN service.

LTE coverage in Germany

Click this link to Telekom Deutschland website for online coverage check.

IP-VPN MOBILE ACCESS
How to select the right package

Find the service package that fits best with your
customer’s needs

▪ End-user is corporate branch office with extended LAN network.
▪ Mobile Access is used as main access.
▪ Intensive Internet usage is routed via the Mobile Access.
▪ High ratio of large file distribution via the Mobile Access (video, picture,
presentation).

▪ Alternative for

6-8Mbps fixed access speed.

▪ End-user is member of a retail shop chain.
▪ No intensive Internet usage routed via the Mobile Access.
▪ Mobile Access is used for a few sessions per day for corporate
applications, like ERP.

▪ Mobile Access is used as a backup access.
▪ Alternative for 2Mbps fixed access speed or ADSL access.

Recommended package: XS or S
Recommended package: L or XL

Focused on Serving Clients Better

Do you want more information?

At ICSS we are committed to continual innovation that will bring the entire

Get in contact with our expert:

marketplace forward. We don’t play catch-up with technological advances,
but are a driving force in shaping the future of telecommunications. As an

Gábor Déri

integral part of Deutsche Telekom, our clients can be assured that our
stability and resources will enable us to keep them at the forefront of
technology.

ICSS - Head of Solution Management
gabor.deri@telekom.hu
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